MEASURES TO REDUCE ALCOHOL AND DRUG-RELATED VIOLENCE
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- The central hub of our city has simply died.
- We can introduce vibrancy through better planning. E.g not overloading areas with liquor licences, better trading hours, encouraging a variety of business to open in areas to attract a diverse range of people.
- We have venues that shut too early (small bars/midnight) and then venues who shut late (Clubs/pubs) we need to create a vibrant city between the times of 7pm-1/2am a collective of restaurants, bars/cafes, clubs etc yet there are no licenses that allow this.
- Increase the trading hours of smaller venues to 1am, provides more options then simply roaming around the streets. We need to attract people into areas to increase foot traffic.
- There has been a blanket rule placed on all venues despite size/good operators or bad operators. We need to categorise accordingly. E.g late night operators, bars.
- The general feel amongst patrons and operators is that our city is dying, we need to ensure that the city is supporting small business otherwise our city will become a city ran by major operators and lack competition and individuality which will effect the choice we have in the future.